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“Very nice…a series of scenes featuring the mischievous monkey that illustrate concepts, such

as up, down; in front, behind; dry, wet; and so forth.”—Publishers Weekly Riding forward and

backward on his bicycle and letting pigs in and out of their pen, George, in his typical

inquisitive manner, explores opposites in this simple, humorous book featuring classic

illustrations from the original series by H.A. Rey and Margret Rey and starring the “adorable but

trouble-making” monkey beloved by generations of children (Forbes).



Curious Baby My First Words At The Zoo (Curious George), There Was an Old Lady Who

Swallowed Fly Guy (Fly Guy #4), Fly Guy and the Frankenfly (Fly Guy #13), Fred and Ted Like

to Fly (Beginner Books(R))

Michele, “The pictures are really nice and it has helped my son start to learn .... The pictures

are really nice and it has helped my son start to learn opposites. Any younger George fan will

love it! (Best for 3 and under)”

S. Gee, “would have given 5 stars if it had actually been .... would have given 5 stars if it had

actually been a story. it's scenes of opposites...no thread tying it all together”

Nancy, “Love it. Love it”

Katie D, “great little book. This is one of the few board books in Spanish that I have come

across and really liked, and getting it for under $4 including shipping made it an even better

find!”

Patricia M., “Five Stars. Great book”

NataliaH, “Great book!!. Bought this book for my girls for Christmas (3.5 and 2 yrs old). They

love it and have already learned all the opposites!!”

Linda B, “Cute. My grandson loves this book! A must for toddlers. They will love it. It's fun to

read with the  grandchildren.”

The book by H.A. Rey has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 61 people have provided feedback.
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